Jet Noise Reports: November, December, 2018
 Reports by Year
 Noise Reports by Month
 Daily Jet Noise Profile
 Reports by Loudness
 Reports Of Noise by Hour of the Day
 Reports of Noise related to added decibel penalty
 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website
http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/ was developed and
approved by the County Council to enable San Juan County
residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their
comments and complaints about jet noise from Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island. Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been
analyzed for this report since January 2015.
As these reports are compiled it has become increasingly
apparent that some residents are reporting multiple noise
incidents in their comments, but they are consolidating these
incidents into one single report. See the comments on page 8 for
examples. A report is only counted once despite the internal
reference to multiple incidents, or a full day or evening of noise.
Thus, the number of noise incidents is actually much larger than
the number of reports.

In addition, some residents prefer to call the Navy's comment
phone line instead of using the website. This report does not
have access to the number of those calls.
Some residents have instruments that measure the decibels
inside their home, as seen in a number of the comments. Noise
level is measured in decibels, with lawn mowers producing
around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic noise -- which averages
around 80 dB. As seen in reports now and over the past years,
Growler jets are producing anywhere from 65 to 118 dBA inside
homes.
The noise complaints by residents beginning on page 8 tell the
human story. Read them. They are written by your constituents.
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Jet Noise Reports by Month, 2018
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For example, in January, 2018, 621 comments were recorded, describing 621+ noise incidents.
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Daily Jet Noise Reports: 2018
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This chart presents the number of noise reports by day in 2018. As seen in this chart, there are many days when the noise is so
excessive that there are many reports. Interspaced are days with few reports. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,”
significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" level of noise.
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Jet Noise Reports by Loudness: Nov - Dec 2018
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Jet Noise Reports by Hour of the Day: Nov - Dec, 2018
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time.
For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance.
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Jet Noise reports during the time period in
the DNL metric that adds 10dB penalty for
night activity:
10pm to 7am. 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018
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This data underscores the intrusion of noise during what might be called quiet times. In conducting a Day/Night Average Sound Level (DNL), a 10 dB
correction is applied to nighttime (10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.) sound levels to account for increased annoyance due to noise during the night hours.
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Comments Submitted with November and December, 2018
reports
Extremely loud jet overhead. Maybe two, given the divergent roaring noises. Inside
and unwilling to go outside and be blasted by noise. Over Mud Bay. In past half hour
we have been blasted by screaming jets.
The booming jet roars continue. The floor and windows vibrate. 5:32pm, and this
has been going on all day. So, Rep. Larsen, how are your noise mitigation plans
going? How does this fit in with your environmental stance?

Now enduring a prolonged rumble and vibrating pulse of jet roar ripping through us.
Still going...... A day from hell. Continuous jet roaring. This is a tourism destination?
You have to be kidding me.
Now getting roaring rumbles one after the other. November 19. Extended vibrating
walls of noise.
There has been a low vibrating rumble going on ALL DAY from engine noise on the
runway! I'm sitting here in the house with head phones on and the vibration is still
penetrating into my head! How healthy can this be!

Multiple low flying growler aircraft likely with gear down

Since 9 AM this morning, we have endured constant debilitating noise from growler
FCLP practice at Whidbey NAS. The day is broken in unending episodes of intense
penetrating sound that shakes items on our shelves and resonates in our ears.
Enough!

What is going on? ANOTHER jet screaming overhead!!! Cannot even hear
conversation in my own home. HUGE NOISE. EAR-SPLITTING. NAVY ABUSE.

Extremely loud FCLP practices that shake our home and make it impossible to
concentrate on work. The roar penetrates my ears.

Low flying growler aircraft

The rumbling vibrations we are being pounded by are spawning jet flights in the skies.
All we are getting today is THUNDER. Could Cantwell, Larsen & Murray do their work
under these conditions? I doubt it. But then again, they do not care about us.

Again and again, low flying growler aircraft over my house
ANOTHER LOW GROWLER OVER LOPEZ VILLAGE!
Another loud jet overhead. This has been a rough afternoon for Jet Noise! This one
sounds as if it is just circling over us. The jet noise bounces around due to the water.
Mud Bay.
Multiple low level growler aircraft likely with gear down, it sounds like a war zone this
afternoon
ANOTHER LOW GROWLER OVER LOOEZ VILLAGE!
5:22pm. An exhausting day of jet noise. Vibrations that rumble through our home.
Now, not even the football game is drowning our the roaring. Do our legislators
agree that we should live like this? The Growlers do NOT belong here.

Low flying growler aircraft
multiple times earlier today also, loud resounding noise overhead.
Low flying growler aircraft
Another jet over the south end of Lopez. A day of overflights that have been NOISY,
disturbing, annoying. The Navy does not need to have Growlers in this area. Too
populated.
Extremely loud jet over Mud Bay, 7:53pm. Characteristic long drawn our shriek and
roar of the growler. So loud it drowned out TV show. Why is this level of noise
acceptable to politicians?
Extreme noise over our house...they have done this all day ���
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It's been awful all afternoon, but this one was really, really bad. Low, dirty and
circling
Sounds like we have one jet after another over us. Mud Bay. A new Roaring.Keeps
on going as I write. Disturbing. ....Still going on. Still going on. ...Still....

8:46am. Working at my computer. Trying to concentrate, and NOW suddenly, there is
a huge blast that slams into my home and me. It is rolling thunder...still
rolling...Growler noise from Whidbey.

2 very loud in quick succession. No, make that 3. So loud that it’s hard to converse.

ANOTHER roaring vibration from Whidbey shudders into our home. I can feel it
through the floor. 9:46am, Nov 19. The Growlers have no business being in this
populated area.

The first flight was low and loud. The flights continued past dark. some much worse
than others - so obviously they CAN do better

Roaring and vibration that made my ear drums ache. This undoubtedly affects marine
life as well. It is extremely unhealthy to have this noise and vibration.

Sounds like low-flying jet since 7:30 pm, also off & on all day today. Like being next to
an airport or in a war zone. Unacceptable for residential area.

9:58am Nov 19. An incredible morning of jet noise so far. Am currently being
"bombed" by a roaring wall of jet noise. I may as well be standing on the runway as
jets take off. This is ABUSE. My house is VIBRATING. Mud Bay.

Very loud at 2:59pm, 3:08pm, 4:29pm 7:55pm

Multiple low flyovers of a Navy 4 engine aircraft

10:15am. Along with being BLASTED by vibrations this a.m. we are now being
assaulted from the air. Jet noise in the sky is very loud. Best way to characterize it is
that it sounds as if we are in a bowling alley with balls rolling down all the lanes.

This is the 3rd fly over across the northwest end of Lopez in a short time. Extremely
loud and disturbing inside the house!!!!!!

10:18am. Nov 19. The assault continues. Currently another rolling blast from
Whidbey shakes the house and me.

Low flying 737 navy jet

Continued jet noise roils in the air. The jet noise bounces off the water, I think, and
just keeps echoing and echoing. Awful.

Out for a peaceful walk on the beach when silence broken by ear splitting noise

Multiple flyovers by a Navy 737 disrupting home activities
The hideous thunder starts up. Just when one dares hope for some peace- not to be.
Perfect sounds to terrorize an enemy. Anacortes, near ferry terminal
not even directly overhead and yet more than enough to wake me from deep sleep
before dawn in otherwise quiet skies. Anacortes
Ear splitting noise as jets go over.....���
Over flight
Low flying growler aircraft

We now have low rumbling with intermittent swoops of jets around the skies. It is
NOISY! Almost 7pm. How long will this go on? Started early this morning.
Low flying growler aircraft over our house most of the day. Disturbing family
activities.
Nov 20. After an entire day of jet noise, NASWI is at it again. 8:05 am and the
vibration from jet engine activity is rattling our home.
Looks like we are in for another day of bombing from the Navy. Intense rumble and
vibration all over. 8:17am
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A blast of house-shaking noise at 8 AM, then regular bursts of thunderous noise
continue until now at 10:39 AM. This is the second day in a row Whidbey NAS
growlers are disrupting all tasks requiring concentration. Peace of mind is impossible!

10:43am Nov 19. My home is again shuddering from a prolonged roar from Whidbey.
Jets taking off? Engine run-ups? It is invading my home. I do not pay taxes for the
military to invade my home.

We continue to be battered by jet noise from Whidbey. The sky is full of noise as if
jets are just swooping around...and I am not even outside! Considering cancelling a
walk outside at the Monument. Why walk? Even earplugs will not cancel this noise.

10:44am. YET ANOTHER roaring rolling vibration hits me in my home. Right on the
heels of the earlier one. This has been a very bad morning for work. Cannot
concentrate.

"Very loud throughout the day

I am just disgusted. Just came in from outside. The jet noise is tremendous.
Obliterates everything else. As I was walking, I could not hear a car coming behind me
because the jet noise was so loud.

most disturbing being outside on this beautiful day. walk at Iceburg Point was ruined
by the noise"
Loud roaring, painful vibration. Painful for inner ear, horrible noise.
Horrible roaring and vibration.

It has been going on all day. Either the mainland (Whidbey island) is being bombed,
or the Navy is launching Growler jets. I suspect the latter. Typical Navy terrorism.
My home shakes.

Low flying 737 Navy jet over our house

1:12pm. Nov 19. South Lopez. The roaring is going on. Just slammed by another
bomb from Whidbey. My body vibrates. No wonder I hate living here.

Reporting extreme noise events from Whidbey NAS throughout the day. 2:43 PM,
3:06 PM, 3:18 PM, 3:40 PM, 5:55 PM, 6:01 PM. All times reported are examples of
disruptive, intense noise from Whidbey NAS. We are hostage to the Navy's growler
practices.

November 19. Lopez Village. Shopping. Walked from my car to the store and I
thought there was an earthquake. Discerned that it was jet roaring from Whidbey. A
huge blast, followed shortly by another.

Low rumble all morning!

Low roar from afterburners or engine testing has been going on all day! It vibrates in
your head even when you are in the house! It's HORRIBLE!

Constant loud disruptive noise from Whidbey NAS. Began in morning, now disturbing
our evening activities. All concentration is interrupted- thus I'm making this report
now. A peaceful night is not possible tonight.
Loud disruptive sound this morning.
Two minutes ago a rolling thunder blast hits our home, now we have ANOTHER one.
Like a train roaring straight into my home.
roar and vibration. Disrupted business meeting
Third time this morning for disruptive and annoying roar heard loudly from inside the
house

Have now given up on trying to work today.The thunder from the jets roaring around
is incredible. It is deeply disturbing because it is a threatening sound.All morning and
now all afternoon.Yet, this is how I earn money. Navy is affecting my income.
Jet noise today is INCREDIBLE. Continuous. Like a coal train rumbling in the sky. Very
annoying and disruptive.
This horrid loud noise has been going on for hours today just like yesterday! It makes
my ears ring. This is the worst I have heard those awful jets. STOP USING US FOR
BATTLE PRACTICE!! the noise &vibration is making my head ache!
The jet roaring continues. 2:01 p.m. and we have not had peaceful moments on
Lopez today. The noise is very loud and penetrating.
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Jet noise everywhere today. South Lopez.
Just experienced another penetrating jet roar that is now shaking the floor of my
home. 2:34pm. RIGHT NOW. Is this what the Navy calls No Impact? I am 14 miles
away! Perhaps the Navy lies? Are they worthy of our trust?
Another rumble and vibration that walks right through our home. Floor continues to
shake.
It is 2:48 in the afternoon. We have been enduring jet noise vibrations shaking us
since early this morning. It is continuous. What if our house was for sale? It would
never sell in this situation. The Navy is ruining us.
The din outside from the jet activity at Whidbey is intense. All day today. No let-up
and it is 3:14pm.

The noise goes on. 4:52pm. Just felt another big BOOM from NASWI. It goes
through our entire house. There is no safe place.
Almost 5pm. Wonder if they will stop the bombing they have been doing since the 8
o.clock hour this morning. That is what it sounds and feels like...like we are being
bombed. The house shakes.
Another roaring rumble from NASWI. 6:24 in the evening of all things. This has been
going on for 10 hours today.
Unbearable disturbing sounds from the Growler, again disrupting all hope for
concentration
Sinister thunder roaring up from the south- largely peaceful weekend is over and
disruption to sleep and well being begin- challenging us to perform at work and
school without quality rest. Anacortes, near the ferry terminal.

Another loud rumble and vibration rolls though our home.
Like an earthquake. The jet noise coming from Whidbey is vibrating through our
home. This has been occurring all day. November 19, 2018.

Another deafening series of blasts from growler FCLP's at Whidbey. This could be a
long night of disrupted activities, adrenaline triggers and loss of sleep. We are at the
mercy of the Navy's lack of care for us citizens!

Big roar and vibration, followed by what sounded like a take-off, as if the jet is coming
right at us. Now there is a lot of jet noise in the skies. Very loud and rolling.

Huge rumble and vibration. We were outside and were shaken.

Nearly continuous low jet noise all day since ~8am. I feel like I’m in a war zone. This is
oppressive.
The air is just vibrating with whatever is going on at NASWI. The day has been filled
with jet noise. Right now it feels like the air is vibrating.
This more than a low rumble It is a LOUD, incessant low rumble with vibration within
my body . Noise cancelling headphones do not work for the low rumble.I can feel it in
my body. Too many continuous hours of this!
loud Rumble off and on throughout the day
This has been the day from hell. Jet roaring started early this morning and it has been
a war zone since then. It is almost 5pm. It sounds like bombing is happening on the
mainland.The Navy's reign of terror, I guess. Supposed to be protecting us??

We are now apparently going to be enduring repeated ROARS from NASWI. Just
experienced another tremendous roar and vibration. 8:35am. South Lopez
Big blast from NASWI. Significant vibration. Jet take-off?
Successive "explosions" of jet noise from Whidbey this morning. May as well be
conducting war, because that is what is sounds like.
After a series of roaring vibrations we now have excessive jet roaring noise in the
skies. Very loud and pervasive. Noise comes right into our home.
Rumble, roar, rattle, growl, all day long yesterday and starting out today. Vibration
rattles windows and body. No way is this good for any living beings health.
Jet roaring blasts continue to assault us. Very loud. Vibrating through the house.
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The abuse continues. Yesterday, and now today, there has been heavy roaring from
jet activity at NASWI. It sends a blast of noise that reverberates.

The noise of jets roaring in the sky is CEASELESS. It has been a never-ending day of jet
noise from every angle. Right now the noise is so loud inside my home it is as if I am
living immediately next to I-5 in heavy traffic.

11:15. Nov 20. the jet roaring continues. All morning. Loud, disturbing, distracting.
When I hear roaring outside, I cannot assume it is the jet noise. I have to check: is
something wrong with the dishwasher, with the washing machine? Is someone
driving up the driveway? Is it an earthquake? Growler noise is distorting the way we
live.
11:27am. Nov 20. South Lopez. Huge roar and rumble and waves of vibration. I feel
it in the floor. Navy has no business putting this kind of noise in this region where so
many people live.
Incredibly loud jet noise overhead, as if it is circling us. Deafening. It keeps going and
going. I know there is an echoing effect around the water. Makes it so much worse.
12:24pm, Nov 20. Just now. Tremendous rumble. I felt the floor shaking. South end
of Lopez has endured an explosion, or, could it be... Jet noise from Whidbey? Duh....
Horable. Disturbing. Shaking ground.
Disturbed kids. Load overflight too.
12:46pm. The roaring from Whidbey continues. Very loud rumbling with walls of
noise coming at us.
Very loud and the house began to shake. So much for quiet living on the islands.
1:34pm. We continue to be bombed by the Navy. Incredible rolling waves of jet
noise. Probably like standing behind a jet as it takes off. The sound waves just run
through the body.
1:30pm or so. Nov 20. Outside picking the last apples and rocked by loud booming
from Ault Field ( I guess). Huge jet engine noise. It seems dangerous to be outside.
Now the jet roarings are coming almost one after another, since about 8am this
morning. The vibrations are intense. The floor vibrates. The key board I am working
on vibrates. This is not acceptable. The Growlers must move.

1:58pm. Nov 20. Another deep and vibrating roar from Whidbey.
2:02pm. Nov 20. Another roaring wall of jet noise slams into us. I wonder if
legislators agree that this is the way life in the Pacific NW is supposed to be? If so, I
would like them to say so out loud instead of posing as environmentalists.
2:05pm Nov 20. A day from hell. ANOTHER roaring vibration shakes our home. I
guess I should say, ANOTHER day from hell.
2:15pm, Nov 20. Not only being blasted by engine run-ups or take-offs from Whidbey,
but now we have a loud screaming jet overhead. South Lopez.
Extremely loud thunderous rumble. More of this horrid Growler Jets...nothing else
sounds like that...it makes the damaged nerves in my spinal column vibrate which
adds to my pain and stress...as well as sets my ears ringing. Please STOP using them!!
Please stop using the San Juan for War Games these fly overs HURT me! I have
damaged nerves which are set vibrating by these horrid jets...and they sety eats
ringing which has given me headaches for three days running! There is No reason to
use a the
2:43pm. Nov 20. An extremely LONG and penetrating roar and vibration from
Whidbey. Still going on. Still going on. Has not stopped yet.
2:49pm, Nov 20. Jet roars in the sky continue. A continuous roar from jet activity in
the skies.
2:55pm, Nov 20. The jet noise continues. Currently it is echoing loudly in the skies.
A continuous rolling thunder that rolls right into my home. Loud enough to drown
out music playing This is abusive use of power by the Navy.
3:04pm. Nov 20. Another roar and vibration shakes our home and our bodies. This is
the second day of this. Started at 8 this morning. Continuous roaring. Navy's
mission? Abuse of local residents.
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3:15pm. Nov 20. Jet screaming overhead somewhere. I don't want to take the time
to look out the window and through clouds. But it is a sudden roar and scream that
jolts me.
3:18pm, Nov 20. ANOTHER roar and rumbling vibration shakes our home. Floor
shakes me. I regret moving to Lopez, a war zone.
Low flying jets almost continuously today since 8am. This is like being tortured by
continuous loud noise. Very stressful to body and mind.
3 growlers traveling south to north, very low and loud. Could not even escape the
noise under water while swimming in the bay.
There should be a category for EXTREMELY LOUD rumble and vibration. That is what I
experienced today after getting home from a stressful day at work. No respite from
the incessant noise and vibration.NO MORE GROWLERS

Loud jet roaring over South Lopez. Characteristic growler roar. Very loud.
4:30pm. Loud jet above Mud Bay. there have been plenty today. Rolling roaring
noise. Distracting.
fly overs all day from after lunch to dinner time. Very disruptive.
Flight over the house
The jet noise woke me up this morning.
rumbling and loud
Extremely loud jet roaring overhead. Extended noise...a wall of noise.
Like thunder, but long and drawn out. Unpleasant on an otherwise quiet morning.
Very loud jet right over my house; had to stop work

4:21pm, Nov 20. Jet noise continues to fill the skies. Right now the noise is coming in
waves. Loud, fade, loud, fade, loud, fade. Disturbing. Irritating. Stressful.

Two minutes after one roaring jet, here is another. 2:59pm. Huge deafening roar,
can't even imagine what it would sound like if I was outside.

"Extremely loud rumble all day long.
The noise was abrupt and startled me
Noise was ear splitting."
All afternoon - rumbling fly overs, and general testing. Hard to hold a conference call.
"at around 4:30 pm a very loud jet flew over my house.
6:00pm. Another huge blast of jet Noise from Whidbey. House is shuddering.
Most disturbing"
9:31am, Nov 21. South Lopez. Loud roar and rumble from Whidbey
5:53pm, Nov 20. Another big burst of explosive jet noise from Whidbey. This has
been going on ALL DAY.

9:39am, Nov 21. More vibrating sound waves from NASWI this morning. Third day in
a row of living in a war zone? Sounds like it.

Multiple flyovers all day
Extremely loud jet overhead. South Lopez.
Low flying growler aircraft
Startled. Suddenly a LOUD roaring and screaming jet overhead. Now being followed
by the long roar of the Growler.

Recording disruptive noise events from growler FCLP activity at Whidbey NAS. This
reflects only a portion of today's incidents: 2:43 pm, 3:06 pm, 3:18 pm, 3:40 pm, 5:55
pm and 6:01 pm., all lasting several minutes, with house-shaking vibration impact
Loud Navy jet noise
HORRENDOUS ROAR AND VIBRATION! For over 1 minute in length!
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Hearing a jet over LOUD music while working!

Flying over the island. Not the water. Low. Loud

Deeply disturbing loud Growler jets flying over and turning on a bank....all birds at
feeders left..my heart felt heavy.....when will this stop?????

Looping over Decatur island. Over land. Really loud

More loud jet activity from Whidbey.
Loud jet, characteristic of a Navy jet. I am inside, so I cannot see it. But the point is
that doors and windows are closed and still the jet noise zooms right into my home. I
don't need to see it. I can HEAR it!
Home only a few minute before peace is shredded by the sound of F18s, Growlers
from Whidbey. Peace of the holiday is OVER in Anacortes,near the ferry terminal.
Sickening

I stopped making reports because I determined that the jets would fly over my
reporting area. So I’ve been experimenting and placing my circle near to but not
where I am. Sure enough. I report. They fly over that spot.
It seems that the jet keeps looping over Decatur Island. This is my fourth report in 30
minutes. It would be awfully nice if they would stay over the water
This is crazy. The jet went over I could hear whistling of the wings and the
afterburners were ridiculously loud

Incredibly loud flyover of my house. I hate the Navy with every fiber of my being.

Saw people walking in Village with their ears plugged. EXTREMELY loud right over
Lopez Village

Low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft

PLEASE STOP USING US FOR YOUR JET FLY OVERS!! THE NOISE IS GIVING ME
SPLITTING HEADACHES AND RINGING IN MY EARS!!!

Low flying growler aircraft impacting our way of life

WILL YOU STOP FLYING OVER THE SAN JUANS!!! WE ARE NOT WILLING PARTICIPANTS
IN YOUR WAR GAMES!! THEY MAKE MY LIFE , AND THE LIVES OF MANY OF MY
FAMILY AND FRIENDS HELL!
"Jet noise all evening - very loud even in the house
could not have regular conversation"
Jet noise ruined a beautiful morning walk @ Spencer’s Spit State Park!
TWI SCREAMING GROWLERS JUST FLEW IVER LOPEZ VILLAGE!!!
Single growler flying low and extremely loud, in a roughly east to west direction
Extremely loud over the house lasting over a minute
Another LOUD DAY on North Lopez Island thanks to Whidbey NAS! Jet overhead
NOW!!!

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our evening
Low flying growler aircraft
Extremely loud for over 3 minutes, seemed like 2 or more planes. So many planes all
day long.
3rd night in a row of cacophony in the sky- Growlers flying over Guemes channel and
turning south to NAS Whidbey- disturbing the peace in Anacortes near the ferry.
Abuse
"Jets flew for hours last evening. The noise disturbed our conversation inside our
house and added lots of stress to our lives.
It was most unsettling."
Jets flying in the early afternoon at work - very loud!
Flying low, loud, ear shattering.
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4th night in a row to come Home to Anacortes from Mt Vernon to the sounds of
warfare- tearing up the heavens. Abuse, nightly

Extremely loud and low, disruptive of any attempt at normal conversation.
Very long period of very loud noise (at least 5 minutes)

Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft over my house, very loud and disruptive
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our home and activities
PLEASE STOP THE FLY OVERS AND WAR GAMES
Nearly continuous rumble and low roar of jets nearby. We didn't sign up to live next
to an airport. This is very wearing.
Extremely loud disrupted a peaceful evening with war sounds
RIDICULOUSLY LOW LOUD JET FLYING OVER MY HOME!!!!
Flyovers off and on throughout the day. Has the war started???
One growler right over our house made it impossible to hear the tv.
2 growlers in the last 5 minutes
Another flyover, extremely loud. Do we have to wear ear protection inside our
houses?
Low flying growler aircraft
Very Loud

Nov 1, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: This week the Navy schedule says no FCLP's - AND instead of FCLP'S (if we believe the Navy) the noise started at 9:16am and ended at
10:23pm. Eleven hours of BLASTS, OVERFLIGHTS, ROARS. RECORDED 18 noise
reports.
Nov 2, 2018, Fri, Cape Saint Mary - Natl Monument land. Two overflights - 80 - 90
decibels - LOUD!!!!!!!!!! and uncomfortable - ears hurting
Nov 7, 2018, Wed, S. Lopez: Overflight - 75 decibels
Nov 8, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: Walking because no FCLP's scheduled - but that does not
mean there won't be noise - lots of it! Overflight of 2 Growlers - Unbelievably LOUD.
Nov 8, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: GIANT BLAST - everything shaking in the house - followed
by 2 more at 12:55pm and 1:03pm
Nov 8, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: 6:55pm - HUGE ROAR
Nov 9, 2018, Fri, S. Lopez: Shattering noise - 10am, 11:23am, 11:28am, 12:25pm
Nov 13, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: BLASTING AND HOUSE SHAKING ALL DAY. 9:29am 6:27pm - 9 hours of hideous noise to endure ranging from 68.8 decibels - 83.4
decibels in the house. 23 noise reports. Exhausting !
Nov 14, 2018, Wed, S. Lopez: ROARS at 6:30pm and 6:50pm. Navy doesn't even
follow it's schedule - definitely does not inform re: changes.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft over my house
So loud it interrupted my phone call.

Nov 15, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: 9:04am - 8pm : Eleven hours of NOISE. This is a Navy
WAR TRAINING ZONE we are trying to live in. 13 noise entries.

Multiple low flying growler aircraft, extremely loud and disruptive while trying to
work

Nov 15, 2018,THUR,AGATE BEACH Lopez: 12:15pm - 1:35pm ROARS AND
OVERFLIGHTS. Visitors from Canada appalled that the US Navy is allowed to do this.

multiple fly overs during the morning by pairs of jets.

Nov 16, 2018, Fri, S. Lopez: A peaceful walk turned into screaming jets and huge
painful ROARS AND BLASTS

Extremely loud over north end of Lopez for over 1 minute
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Nov 16, 2018, Fri, S. Lopez: HUGHES BAY Screaming jets overhead. Bike ride becomes
painful.

Growlers taking off from Whidbey, lots of rumbling
House vibrations when Growler jets takeoff from Whidbey NAS

Nov 19, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 8:44am, 8:46am, 9:56am, 10:16am - Huge ROARS.
Roaring and deep vibration. Deeply unsettling and uncomfortable.
Nov 19, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: Walking Cape Saint Mary Rd. Extremely Loud !
Nov 19, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 11:05am - 6:20pm. Constant ROAR. Noise started at
8:44am - 9.5 hours of noise. Please stop this!
Nov 20, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: 8am - 5:57pm Constant Growler noise. Roars, House
shaking, body shaking. 16 noise reports
Nov 21, 2018, Wed, S. Lopez: 9:am, 9:02am, 9:28am 70.9 - 80.1 decibels in the house
Nov 20, 2018, Tue, N. Lopez: At a meeting. Growler noise from 2:45pm - 4:20pm Half the time could not hear the conversation. This is happening 30 + miles from Ault!
The NAVY WAR ZONE IS MOVING NORTH.
Nov 26, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 83.2 decibels - painfully LOUD overflight.
Nov 26, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 12:45pm, 3:47pm, 5:45pm, 5:55pm, 7:37pm - 8pm finally quiet around 9pm.

Noise coming from Whidbey Island.
Awful continuous roaring. Deeply unsettling, painful.
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down based on noise
Low flying growler aircraft
Darkness falls and peace evaporates- at the hands of the US Navy in Anacortes near
the ferry.
Low flying growler aircraft
Continuous roar from Whidbey and flyovers. Disrupted conference call.
Unsettling vibrations all day
Continuous roaring. Painful and unsettling. Heard both while on SJI and on Shaw.

Nov 27, 2018, Tue, Iceberg Point Natl. Monument So much noise we had to leave.
Growlers and Navy destroy the tranquility and beauty -

PLEASE STOP USING US FOR WAR GAMES/FLIGHT PRACTICE loud rumble causing
severe tinnitus and pain

Nov 27, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: Growler noise from 7:55am - 5:39pm. Hideous noise
day. Constant most of the day - 21 noise reports.

"Loud rumblings off and on through the morning and yesterday.

Nov 27, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: Actually recorded 121.5 decibels in the house. Stunning
noise and vibration. No words to describe how awful this is.

We know the Navy doesn't care but it is our lives that are interrupted so we are
engaged."

Nov 29, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: Overflight 74 .2 decibles

Intermittent jet noise so loud it makes the house rumble and the contents of the
house rattle. Started at 8:30 am.

Nov 29, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: 12:35pm - 74.6 dbA, 12:48pm - 81.4 dbA, 3:47pm - 84.8
dbA overflight

Growlers. During the last 3 days the growlers have been constantly emmiting a low
rumble and several flyovers of Shaw Island.

Loud roar and rumble now and for the last hour. Disrupting the peace.

Another day of continuous roaring begins.
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Loud jet noise pollution for the last hour.PLEASE STOP!!!! IT HURTS my ears and my
damaged nerve endings...I have a damaged spine
Roaring, vibration. Disturbing and disruptive.
The Growlers have been growling obnoxiously for about 2 weeks, including
overflights of village, and this horrible rumbling and vibration.
Please stop using our area for fly overs...it makes my tinnitus go crazy and hurts my
ears
Nov 28, 2018, Wed, S. Lopez: 9:55am - 8pm - Another 10 hour day of Growler noise
ranging from 69.5 - 90 decibels in the house.

12:30pm. Driving home and frightened by sudden noise. Surprised, thought
something wrong with my car, veered on the road. Then I saw it was a Growler jet.
Ripping and tearing the air with vicious noise. Loud Loud Loud Loud. Navy is at war
with us.
Over flight
1:14pm. When I can hear a jet inside my home with the Christmas music playing and
the dishwasher on, that jet is TOO LOUD. Navy bullies: Go Away.
Napping in our very well-insulated home (triple-paned windows) and were awakened
by jet noise, as if the windows were OPEN. But they were closed.
Horrifically LOUD

Rumbling all morning. Seems like most of December.
Growlers taking off at Whidbey NAS

Sudden loud jet overhead. Characteristic Growler scream and long after-roar.
Disruptive to conversation.

Growlers taking off from Whidbey NAS

"super load today - very exhausting

The Growlers have been roaring and rumbling all morning. Argh!�

could not hold a conversation at times"

Growler right overhead

"today the noise was so loud

Multiple fly overs extremely loud.

trying to walk in the woods but had to go inside where it was just a little bit quietier"

Could no hear the ferry announcing departure information in Anacortes EXTREME
LOUD

Jet noise fills the air. Low rumbles from NASWI. Distracting and annoying being
outside.

Lots of consistent jet rumbling in the air this afternoon. Not quiet enough for a walk
outside as the sun comes out. Still sounds like we live right next to I-5.

Loud jet overhead. South Lopez. Long roaring. Almost sounds like it is looping
around.

One of many house rattling roars and rumbles today. Disrupted life.

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

Very low and slow - extremely loud raspy road. Unable to carry on conversation
inside house. Deafening outside

Loud Growler over South Lopez. Over Mud Bay. Very long and noisy roars.
LOW FLYING NAS WHIDBEY GROWLER OVER NORTH LOPEZ ISLAND again

Very loud Jets blasting over our home
12:56pm. Dec 10. LOUD Growler jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. VERY Loud and screaming,
heading toward Anacortes.

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my home space
Low flying growler aircraft
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9:59am. Mud Bay. Incredible screaming growler just killed us. The noise invaded
EVERYTHING. EVERYTHING. Still roaring now.
10:02am ANOTHER Roaring and screaming Growler jet. What are they doing?
Circling? Sight-seeing. I have no faith in the Navy at this point, knowing that they
think we are just collateral damage. Who are they protecting? Not us.

5:13pm. Dec 13. There is NO REASON why growlers have to fly so low and with such a
screeching roar over our home. This is OFFENSIVE and ARROGANT behavior by the
Navy. This noise is disruptive. Is that the purpose?
did not see aircraft (dark)
working outside and can't think straight due to all the overflights

Growler overhead!
"Very loud and disturbing jet noise throughout the day.

The wind is howling and so are the Growlers. Have a live jet overhead right now,
shrieking and screaming and roaring. Deafening outside.

Very tiring to have the constant noise"

Low flying growler aircraft

1:30pm. No question. There is a war going on out there, and we are in the middle of
it. Huge Growler SCREAM followed by roaring, and now we are getting the after-roar
. This jet is NOT APPROPRIATE for a populated region.

1:25pm, Dec 14. THREE Growlers in formation flying low over Mud Bay. Very loud.
Too loud.

Low flying growler aircraft

Very big roar and rumble coming from Whidbey. Significant vibration.

Very loud aircraft flying all day. Very annoying.

Excruciating and terrifying blast. Easily heard over the current 40+mph winds.
Growler flying very low in a west to east direction.

"Another GROWLER overhead!

Intense noise disrupting the peace.

2 while typing this!"

79 dBA and disrupting my quiet time.

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

Low flying growler aircraft

3:49pm, Dec 13. Extremely loud jet overhead, Mud Bay, Lopez. A screaming/roaring
combination, then the characteristic long roar afterwards. Really disruptive,
distracting. It is still roaring. The jet that never really goes away.... GO AWAY NAVY

Low flying growler aircraft

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

The jets were flying all day. I could not hear the person speaking to me inside the
house. Extremely loud!

4:03pm, Dec 13. Yet another growler screaming overhead, with the rolling roar
following it.

i have the great good fortune to be off work early- but Anacortes is not the place to
be- awful roaring wafting north from nAS Whidbey. The Peace-less place making our
lives here unhealthy.

Low flying growler aircraft

Rumble from Whidbey NAS again easily heard and felt over 57mph winds.

Very loud jet noise penetrates our home.

Flight over south Lopez

Rumbling all day long
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Extremely loud blast after a few peaceful days. Caused ear pain, and we are inside the
house.

Dec. 10, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 8:47am - 7:06pm - We have endured an 11 hour day of
Growler noise. . . not continuous . . . but sporatic ROARS AND BLASTS AND SHAKES.
We feel like we've been through some kind of a giant storm and our home is not safe.

Low flying growler aircraft
Dec. 3, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 12:02 - 12:30pm. Huge vibrations and roars from Ault
Field.
Dec. 3, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 1:12 - 1:45pm . Growler noise is so loud we are driving
north to try to get away form the shaking house and the need to wear head phones
for protection.
Dec. 3, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: Growler noise continues - 4:37 - 6:06pm
Dec. 3, 2018, Mon, N. Lopez: Huge roars! Now the Growlers are impacting N. Lopez.
Dec. 4, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: 9am - 9:50am. No FCLP scheduled - but sounds exactly
like FCLP. The Navy can't seem to update their schedule for neighbors. Wonder what
else they can't do.
Dec. 4, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: 1:27 - 2:20pm: More noise followed by more noise followed by .....
Dec. 5, 2018, Wed S. Lopez: 9:18am - 1:15pm - No FCLP scheduled today - and yet we
are getting more roaring and Blasting than on FCLP days!
Dec. 5, 2018, Wed S. Lopez: 3:10 - 6:45pm. The roaring started at 9:18am this
morning and finally ended at 6:45pm. Over 9 hours of ROARING AND BLASTING. ....
on a day of no Scheduled FCLPs. Completely crazy making!
Dec. 6, 2018, Thur , N. Lopez: 11:13 - 3:15pm. Yet another day of trying to escape
the noise by going north on Lopez and here it is. ....ROARING for 4 hours. I used to
respect the Navy - that's over.
Dec. 7, 2018, Friday, S. Lopez: 8:23am - 1:10pm. Without a doubt, the days with zero
FCLPs scheduled are worse than the days they are scheduled. Maybe they are simply
lying. . . and this is the 47% more noise.

Dec. 11, 2018, Tue, S. Lopez: Another day of Growler noise begins.
Dec. 12, 2018, Wed, S. Lopez: 11:02, 11:35am. GIANT ROARS!
Dec. 13, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: S.E. 8:38-10:52am - Wind - 20-35 mph. the wind noise is
completely overpowered by Growler noise - ROARING AND SCREAMING overhead.
Dec. 13, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: 11:03am - 12:25pm. Roaring started at 8:38 this
morning - 4 hours of constant roaring on a day with no FCLP's scheduled. . .
Dec. 13, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: 9:45-10am Hoping for a peaceful walk in the wind Growlers SREAMING OVERHEAD.
I was woken up this morning by a jet flying in the area
Growler overhead!
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Low flying growler aircraft
Can't relax, constant ruble for the last hour! Go to China Lake where you have 15 sq
miles of restricted airspace
Dec. 13, 2018, Thur, S. Lopez: Hoping for a peaceful walk. Excruciating LOUD noise
from Ault Field Growlers - also overflights. Painfully loud.
Dec. 14, 2018, Fri, S. Lopez: Another day of Growler noise. No FCLP's scheduled - but
sounds exactly like FCLP. Also overflights - 111.4 decibels (A) inside our home. Truly
this is torture.
Dec. 14, 2018, Fri, S. Lopez: 4 1/2 hours or Growler noise to day. Roars and Blast +
overflights - 3 Growlers at once over our home. Excruciating.
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Dec. 16, 2018, Sunday, S. Lopez: Walking on the Natl. Monument lands on a Sunday and the Growlers are ROARING. NO days are off limits to the Navy. Roaring again at
12:34pm
Dec. 17, 2018, Mon, S. Lopez: 8:57am -12:18pm 3 hours of Growler noise on a day
with no FCLP's scheduled.
Dec. 19, 2018, Wed, S. Lopez: 8:34am - 4:30pm - Startling Giant Roars intermittent all
day - 8 hours!
Dec. 28, 2018, Fri, S. Lopez: 9:17am - 1:24pm . 4 hours of ROARING (75-80 dec) and
OVERFLIGHTS (90decibel range)
Summary of Dec 2018 reports - SE Lopez. 136 separate reports in our log - 22
separate reports entered in this SJC noise reporting site. It's simply too exhausting to
record all 136. This noise must stop!+
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